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Honorable Chairman and Members of the Committee:

We all know that the Mayor's budget document is basically a guess regarding the future, albeit the result of
consensus of budget scholars. And, no matter how the year progresses, the City has assets-enough to survive it.

Budget-wise people know also that this City is determined to make receipts exceed expenses, regardless of how that
condition is obtained; receipts at the end of the FY will be a surplus over expenses.

With those points in mind, my comments regarding anticipated revenue follows below.

1. Property-tax claim overlooked

One major budget understatement is the proper claim for property-tax income. City claims substantially-less
than constitutionally-allowed. What is budgeted is more than 4.2percent less than Const Art XIII allows it
to be. A 4.2 percent increase amounts to at least $69,092,562 lost by lax assertion of right. Actually, a one-time
claim could bring at least $207,277,680 additional to the City.

2. Recent interpretation of Const Arts XIII C & D overlooked

One major budget overstatement is the proper claim for fees allowed by Const Arts XIII C & D. Beginning with
the awakening of the Supreme Court regarding the plain-language restrictions in these Articles, courts are now
reassessing the method of cities to prescribe fees for city-services.

In Silicon Valley Taxpayers Association v Santa Clara County OSA, 44 Cal 4th 431 (2008), the Supreme Court
finally-recognized that local governments had the burden of proof to justify fees as being limited to actual costs
of services, or the fees were unconstitutional. And because the two requirements were written in the Constitution,
no statute could be at variance with the above.

This City's budget contains substantial fees which cannot be justified, because they relate to services-costs
already covered by prior taxation. Moreover, some fees are wildly-disparate for the same service, depending
on which beneficiary is being serviced)

Also because of the decision regarding San Diego's tiered water-rates, which the court found constitutionally-
defective as arbitrary and unjustified, this City needs to re-examine every fee it charges and readjust it
accordingly.

Readjustment could produce $735,000,000 loss of income.

3. Sales tax reduction overlooked

Retail sales has two components: One is relatively-constant, being the product of necessities, but a major component
concerns "big-ticket" items and depends on cyclic purchases and the economy.

'E.g, appeal by developer is minimum $5,000, but for the came appeal a non-developer is charged only $89. And these fees are boosted
percentage-wise by added -costs formerly-part of General-fund taxation. Other fees are similarly-indefensible per Silicon Valley.
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We must expect a lull in big-ticket sales, including property-sales, on account ofhistory, the slowing ofthe economy,
the rise of living-costs, and the expected action of the Federal Reserve shortly to raise the Discount-rate.

I expect a shrinkage of at least 5153,000,000 from the Budget estimates for sales and transfer taxes.

The above means the City must be vigilant regarding the budget's income-components' progress, or else
City reserves will have to be used to sustain budgeted-programs for the coming Fiscal Year.'

Respectfully submitted,

Oi(vezlif

J. H. McQuiston

'This Committee may revitalize the infrastructure's condition by insisting the City comply with State laws on various subjects, such as the
Planning Code, the Government Code, and the Streets & Highways Code to name major Codes the City now offends.


